Parsers, whether constructed by hand or automatically via a parser generator tool, typically need to compute some useful semantic information in addition to the purely syntactic analysis of their input. Semantic actions may be added to parsing code by hand, or the parser generator may have its own syntax for annotating grammar rules with semantic actions. In this paper, we take a functional programming view of such actions. We use concepts from the semantics of mostly functional programming languages and adapt them to give meaning to the actions of the parser. Specifically, the semantics is inspired by the categorical semantics of lambda calculi and the use of premonoidal categories for the semantics of effects in programming languages. This framework is then applied to our leading example, the transformation of grammars to eliminate left recursion. The syntactic transformation of left-recursion elimination leads to a corresponding semantic transformation of the actions for the grammar. We prove the semantic transformation correct and relate it to continuation passing style, a widely studied transformation in lambda calculi and functional programming.
Introduction
When writing interpreters or denotational semantics of programming languages, one aims to define the meaning of an expression in a clean, compositional style. As usually understood in computer science, the principle of compositionality states that the meaning of an expression arises as the meaning of its constituent parts.
For example, in a compositional semantics for arithmetic expressions, the semantic definitions may even appear trivial and no more than a font change:
[[E1-E2 ]] = [[E1 ]] − [[E2 ]]
Of course, the simplicity of such rules is due to the fact that the semantic operations (in this case subtraction −) and the syntax Permission to make digital or hard copies of all or part of this work for personal or classroom use is granted without fee provided that copies are not made or distributed for profit or commercial advantage and that copies bear this notice and the full citation on the first page. To copy otherwise, to republish, to post on servers or to redistribute to lists, requires prior specific permission and/or a fee. PPDP '12, September 19-21, 2012 , Leuven, Belgium. Copyright c 2012 ACM 978-1-4503-1522-7/12/09. . . $10.00 (in this case -) that they interpret are chosen to be as similar as possible. A more formal statement of this idea is initial algebra semantics [8] . The constructors for the syntax trees form the initial algebra, so that any choice of corresponding semantic operations induces a unique algebra homomorphism. Intuitively, the initial algebra property means that we take our syntax tree for a given expression, replace syntactic operation (say, -) everywhere by their semantic counterpart (subtraction in this case), and then collapse the resulting tree by evaluating it to an integer.
The simple picture of semantics as tree node replacement followed by evaluation assumes that parsing has been taken care of, in a reasonable separation of concerns. If, however, parsing is taken into account, the situation becomes more complicated. We would still hope any semantics to be as compositional as possible (sometimes called "syntax-directed" in compiling [1] ), but now the grammar must be suitable for the parsing technology at hand. Many of the grammars widely used in semantics are not, including the example above, assuming a grammar rule E :− E-E, or the usual grammar for lambda calculus with the rule for application as juxtaposition, M :− M M . Both these rules exhibit left recursion (and also result in an ambiguous grammar). There are standard techniques for transforming grammars to make them more amenable to parsing. If we take compositionality seriously, the sematics should also change to reflect the new grammar; moreover the transformation should be correct relative to the old grammar and its compositional semantics. The old grammar, while unsuitable for parsing, may give a more direct meaning to the syntactic constructs where the intended meaning may be more evident than for the transformed grammar and its semantics.
Our running example of left recursion elimination and its semantics will be a simple expression grammar. We first discuss it informally, in the hope that it already provides some intuition of continuations arising in parsing. Example 1.1 Consider the following grammar rules, where the rule (2) has an immediate left-recursion for E:
Eliminating left recursion from this grammar involves the introduction of a new grammar symbol E (together with some rules for it), and replacing (1) with a new grammar rule that uses the new symbol in the rightmost position:
The semantics of E needs an argument for receiving the value of its left context. For example in (3), the value 1 needs to be passed to the semantic action for E . Now compare the original (1) to the transformed (3) . The original rule is in direct style, in the sense that 1 is returned as the value of the occurrence of E. By contrast, the transformed rule (3) is in continuation passing style, in that 1 is not returned here; rather, it is passed to its continuation, given by E .
As research communities, parsing and semantics can be quite separated, with (to put it crudely) the former using formal language theory and the latter lambda calculi. The contribution of the present paper is in bridging the gap between parsing a language and its semantics. To do so, we use formal tools that were originally developed on the semantic side. One such semantic tool is category theory. Due to its abstract nature, it can capture both syntax and semantics.
One of these formal tools will be premonoidal categories [22] , which were originally developed as an alternative to Moggi's monads as notions of computation [17] for the semantics of functional languages with effects (such as ML). Much as monads in category theory are related to monads in Haskell, premonoidal categories have a functional programming analogue, Hughes's arrows [10, 20] .
The idea of the "tensor" ⊗ in premonoidal categories is easy to grasp from a functional programming point of view. Suppose we have a function f : X1 → X2. Then we can still run the same function while carrying along an additional value of type Y . That gives us two new functions, by multiplying f with Y from the left or right, as it were:
(For the notational conventions we will use regarding letters, arrows, etc, see Figure 1 .) While category theory can be used to structure functional programs and to reason about their meaning algebraically, categories are not restricted to morphisms being functions. Syntactic structures, such as strings, sequences, paths, traces, etc, can also be used to construct categories. For our purposes here, it will be useful to define a ⊗ that simply concatenates strings:
This operation will be used to characterise leftmost derivations. Suppose we have a grammar rule A :− α. By multiplying it with some string w not containing any non-terminals on the left, and a string β (possibly containing non-terminals), we get a leftmost derivation step: (w A β) −→ (w α β) Leftmost and rightmost derivations characterise the two main classes of parser generators, LL and LR [1] . The former include for example ANTLR [19] , while the latter include LALR(1) parsers generators such as yacc.
Usually it is more convenient to calculate with lambda terms rather than translate them into their categorical semantics in a Cartesian closed category. For our purposes here, however, diagram chases are convenient and perspicuous. Since the meaning of a string to be parsed is generated compositionally from its derivation, we can take the derivation, translate it into the corresponding semantic diagram, and chase morphisms to reason about semantic equality.
Background and prerequisites
This paper assumes only basic familiarity with grammars and parsing, at the level of an undergraduate compiling course. To the extent that it is needed, some category theory will be presented as a form of simply-typed functional programming. Familiarity with the semantics of lambda calculus in a Cartesian closed category will be useful (as covered in programming language semantics texts, e.g. by Gunter [9] ). The category theory used in this paper is elementary and closely related to functional programming. Readers who prefer type theory can safely view it as a form of type system that emphasizes sequential composition and lends itself to proof by diagram chase.
Outline of the paper
Section 2 describes parser generators in terms of simple abstract machines. Section 3 casts the notion of leftmost derivation (fundamental for LL parsers) into a mathematical form adapted from premonoidal categories. The semantics of derivations is then defined compositionally from their associated parsing actions in Section 4. With the framework in place, Section 5 then uses it on the leading example: the elimination of left recursion induces a semantic transformation. We prove the correctness of the semantic transformation (Section 6) and reconstruct it as a form of continuation passing in Section 7. Section 8 concludes with a discussion of related work and directions for further research.
Parser generators
We recall some definitions, as can be found in any compiling text. A grammar is of the form
where TG is a finite set of terminal symbols, NG is a finite set of non-terminal symbols, SG is the start symbol, and :− is a finite binary relation between non-terminal symbols and strings of symbols. LL parsers attempt to construct a leftmost derivation of the string they are parsing [1] . If we leave open the question of how the parser decides on its next move, we can formulate LL parsers as a (remarkably simple) abstract machine, albeit a non-deterministic one. Given a grammar, an LL parser is an abstract machine of the following form. Configurations are pairs w, σ . Here w is the remaining input string, consisting of terminal symbols, and σ is the parsing stack, consisting of a sequence of grammar symbols (each of which can be terminal or non-terminal). We write the top of the parsing stack on the left. The parser has two kind of transitions: matching and predicting. In a matching transition, an input symbol a is removed both from the stack and the input. In a predicting transition, a non-terminal A at the top of the parsing stack is popped off and replaced by the right-hand-side of a grammar rule A :− α for it. a w, a σ w, σ w, A σ w, α σ if there is a rule A :− α
The initial configuration consists of the initial input w and the parsing stack holding start symbol S of the grammar, that is w, S . The accepting configuration has both an empty input and an empty parsing stack ε, ε . As defined here, the machine is highly nondeterministic, since for a given A at the top of the parsing stack there may be many different rules A → α1, . . . ,A → αn with different right-hand sides. Given bad choices, the machine may get stuck in a state of the form a w, b σ for some a = b.
In parser construction, the problem is how to make the above non-deterministic machine deterministic. For LL parsers, the choice between rules is made using lookahead, leading to parser classes such as LL(1) or LL(k), using 1 or some larger numbers of symbols in the input w. In particular, some modern parser generator such as ANTLR [19] use large lookaheads where required.
Here we are not concerned with the parser construction; on the contrary, we assume that there is a parser generator that successfully generates a parser for the grammar at hand. In other words, the above abstract machine is assumed to be deterministic, for example by looking at the first k symbols of the input.
The problem that this paper aims to address is how to bridge the gap between the parsing abstract machine and the semantics of the language that is being parsed. We extend the parsing abstract machine with a third component that iteratively computes meaning during the parsing. The extended machine makes a transition
whenever the parsing machine decides to make a prediction transition using a rule A → α. (In ANTLR, semantic information can also be used to guide the choice of predictive transition, in addition to lookahead. We do not model this feature.) Each such rule has an associated semantic action [[A :− α]] that tells us how to compute the new semantic component k2 from the preceding one k1. As usual in programming language theory, the semantic actions will be idealised using λ-calculus. The semantic actions should arise in a compositional way from the syntactic transitions of the parser constructing a leftmost derivation. Ideally, the connection between syntax and semantics should be maintained even if the grammar needs to be transformed. Grammars may have to be rewritten to make them suitable for parsing. Specifically, left recursion is a problem for parsers relying on lookahead [1] . There is a standard grammar transformation, left recursion elimination, that removes the problem for many useful grammars (such as expressions in arithmetic). It is easy enough to understand if we are only interested in the language as a set of strings; but if we take a more fine-grained view of derivations and their semantic actions, the semantic transformation corresponding to the grammar refactoring is quite subtle. It involves introducing explicit dependence on context, which we show to be a form of a widely studied semantic transformation, continuationpassing style (CPS) [21, 28, 29] .
From grammars to L-categories
For each grammar, we define a category with some structure that will be useful for defining the semantic actions.
Definition 3.1 (L-category of a grammar) Given a grammar G, we define a directed graph Graph(G) as follows:
• The nodes of Graph(G) are strings of grammar symbols α.
• Whenever there is a grammar rule A :− α, a terminal string w and a string β, Graph(G) has an edge from w A β to w α β.
The L-category for G is defined as the path category [16] for the graph Graph(G). Morphisms in the L-category are called leftmost derivations.
We write morphisms in the L-category as lists of pairs of the form (w A β, w α β). Composition of morphisms is by list concatenation. The identity morphism idα : α −→ α is given by the empty list. Each morphism in a category has a unique domain and codomain. As they are not evident in case of the empty list, we need to tag each morphism with its domain and codomain. However, as long as they are evident from the context, we omit these additional tags and represent morphisms as lists.
The reason for defining leftmost derivations via L-categories rather than in the style found in most compiler construction texts [1] is that they allow us to introduce some extra structure.
For each string of grammar symbols α of G, the L-category has an endofunctor, written as − ⊗ α. That is to say, for each leftmost derivation d : β → γ, there is a leftmost derivation
On objects, − ⊗ α is string concatenation, that is,
On morphisms, ⊗α extends each step in the derivation with α. Writing list :: for list cons, as in ML, we define:
Notice that we do not generally define a functor α ⊗ − that works symmetrically. If α contains non-terminal symbols, then adding it on the left of a leftmost derivation does not produce a leftmost derivation. However, for string w consisting entirely of terminal symbols, the leftmost character of a derivation is preserved if we add such a string everywhere on the left. Hence we define an endofunctor w ⊗ − for each terminal string w. For a leftmost derivation d : β → γ, we have Figure 2 . Type system for leftmost derivations The definition of L-category is inspired of Power and Robinson's premonoidal categories [22, 23] and by Lambek's syntactic calculus [13] . In particular, the idea of a functor − ⊗ α for each object comes from premonoidal categories, whereas the distinction between left and right functors is reminiscent of the noncommutative contexts in Lambek's calculus.
It is worth noting that L-categories have a very substructural flavour, as it were. We do not even assume a symmetry isomorphism α ⊗ β ∼ = β ⊗ α In premonoidal categories, which are intended for modelling programming languages with effects, a symmetry is a natural ingredient, as it models swapping two values. In an L-category for an arbitrary grammar, there is no reason to expect a leftmost derivation leading from α β to β α.
Readers who prefer types to categories may refer to Figure 2 , presenting the L-category construction as types for derivations. The first rule lifts grammar rules to derivations. The next two rules construct paths, and the final two rules introduce the two tensors. As the leftmost derivations are lists, we can always break a morphism down into its derivation steps. Each such step gives us a grammar rule A :− f together with the left context w and the right context γ in which it was applied. We will use this decomposition for giving semantics to morphisms in L-categories.
Semantic actions
A grammar only defines a language, in the sense of a set of strings. It does not say what those strings mean. To give meaning to the strings in the language, we need to associate a semantic action to each grammar rule, so that the meaning of a string can be constructed by parsing the string.
The language in which the semantic actions are written is a simply-typed lambda calculus with finite products. We will use this lambda calculus as a semantic meta-language, without committing to any particular model. For simply-typed lambda calculus, the set-theoretic semantics is so straightforward that we think of any semantic action
However, it is not necessary that the lambda calculus is pure. It could be a call-by-value lambda calculus with side effects, such as state. Such a lambda calculus could be interpreted using the Kleisli category of a monad [17] or a Freyd category [24] . The details of categorical semantics are beyond the scope of this paper, but there is one aspect that is immediately relevant here: the notion of central morphisms [22] . A morphism f is called central if for all g, the two ways of composing f and g given in Figure 3 are the same. Programs with effects are usually not central. For example, suppose f writes to some shared variable and g reads from it: then the order of f or g coming first is observable, and the square does not commute. When lambda abstractions are interpreted in a Freyd category via the adjunction
then the λf is always central. This reflects the situation in call-byvalue or computational lambda calculi, where a lambda abstraction λx.M is always a value [17, 21] .
For each non-terminal symbol A, we assume a type terminal symbol a, its semantic type is the unit type containing only the empty tuple:
The types are extended to strings of symbols X1 . . . Xn by taking the product of the types of the Xj:
• For each grammar rule A :− α, there is a function (going in the opposite direction) of type α →G α, then its semantic action is the identity function on the semantic of the string α:
• If d is not empty, we decompose it into its first derivation step using some rule A :− α and the remaining derivation d1:
is defined as follows:
Note that Definition 4.2 is just the evident inductive extension of a semantic action from rules to all derivations. We could even have omitted the induction and just appealed to the initial property of the Figure 4 . WSK machine move for a grammar rule A :− α with syntactic and semantic invariants path category [16] . Also note that a derivation is already identified by the sequence of grammar rules a :− α that it uses. The reason for explicitly including the left context w and the right context β in Defintion 3.1 is that it makes it easier to define the action of a derivation in Definition 4. 
Since the semantics of terminal symbols is the unit type,
The benefit of having defined a semantic action
for each derivation d is this: we can now return to the abstract machines from Section 2 and extend them with a semantic component that computes the effect of all the parsing moves.
Like the SECD [14] and CEK [7] machines, the WSK machine is named for its components: a remaining input word w, a stack s, and a semantic continuation k. The latter is a continuation in the sense that it represents a function to the final answer, as the K in the CEK machine. • The machine has configurations of the form
Here w is the remaining input (a string of terminals), σ is the parsing stack (a string of grammar symbols), and k is a function.
• The initial configuration of the machine for a given input w is w, S , λx.x
The initial parsing stack consists only of the start symbol S of G, and the initial semantic action is the identity λx.x.
• An accepting configuration of the machine is of the form ε, ε, k with an empty input and parsing stack.
• The transitions of the machine are predicting and matching moves:
Here unitleft is the left identity for the unit type:
As a term, unitleft = (λ((), x).x). Proof We prove an invariant that holds for each configuration reachable from the initial configuration. The syntactic invariant is as follows: for each reachable configuration w1 , σ1 , k1 , there is a leftmost derivation
where v1 represents the input that the machine has already consumed, so that w = v1 w1.
The proof is by induction on the length of d1. The most interesting inductive step is a predict move, as depicted in As discussed in Section 2, we assume that the parser generator turns the non-deterministic WSK machine for a given grammar and its action into a deterministic parser. For example, ANTLR guides the predict moves by computing appropriate lookaheads, and it implements the parsing rules as Java methods, so that both the parsing stack σ and the semantic k are managed by the call stack of the programming language. The same holds if a recursive descent parser is written by hand.
Example 4.5 Consider the following grammar G:
Because both rules for A start with the same B, this grammar has a FIRST/FIRST conflict, causing problems for LL parsers relying on lookahead [1] . A simple solution is to refactor the grammar using a fresh non-terminal C. The resulting grammar F has these rules:
But what about the semantic actions? The new symbol C depends on some left context given by B, so we add an argument to pass in the corresponding semantic information:
For all other symbols X, we let 
Original rules for L: 
To prove correctness of this transformation, we need to consider all leftmost derivations
Left recursion elimination
We recall the standard definition of (immediate) left-recursion elimination as presented in compiling texts [1] . Left recursion could also occur indirectly via other symbols, but that indirection can be eliminated. Note that since L is chosen to be distinct from all other grammar symbols, it is at the right of the new rules and does not occur in ϕi or ψj, whereas L may occur anywhere in L or ψj, except in the left-most position of ψj.
The resulting grammar F generates the same language as the original grammar G. The usual proof sketch for this fact points out that the rules for L resemble the translation of Kleene star to grammars, in that L can either terminate with the ε-rule, or go around the loop once more to generate another ϕi. One can then picture L as follows:
This simple intuition for left-recursion elimination works for the language generated by the grammars, as the language is a set of strings, with no further structure. If we take a more intensional or fine-grained view of derivations or parse trees, the effect of the transformation is less easy to grasp. As shown in Figure 6 , parse trees are rotated. If we compute the meaning of a string by way of a tree walk, as in compositional semantics, the semantics is transformed globally.
Example 5.2
The standard example of left-recursion elimination found in many compiling texts consists of expressions in arithmetic with various binary operators for addition, multiplication, subtraction, etc. For simplicity, we take the subset given by a single binary operator -and a single constant 1. This gives us one grammar rule with, and one without, left recursion. Let the grammar G be given by the following rules:
In the notation of the left-recursion elimination construction, we have the following case:
Consequently, the construction adds a fresh non-terminal symbol E , and the rules of the transformed grammar F are as follows:
When a parser generator parses a string, it does not just construct a derivation. It also performs semantic actions associated with each grammar rule. For the simple expression grammar, it is clear what these actions should be. For a rule E :− E -E each of the occurrences of E on the right-hand side returns an integer, and the whole subtree (corresponding to the occurrence of E on the left-hand side of the rule) should return the difference of these two numbers. • For the new non-terminal L , we define its semantic type as
• For a left-recursive grammar rule rule L :− L ϕi in G, let its action be
As shown in Figure 7 , we first construct a morphism (in the middle) column
Equivalently, using lambda calculus syntax, we write
Here the types are:
• For a rule L :− ψj in G that is not left-recursive, let its action be
As shown in Figure 8 , we add a parameter of type
and apply it to the result of g, which gives us a morphism
Writing the same with lambda terms, we have:
• For the additional ε-rule for L , we take the isomorphism
= (λ().(λx.x)).
• For all other non-terminals and grammar rules, the action of F is defined to be equal to that of G. 
Left-recursion elimination introduces a fresh non-terminal E . Its semantic type is:
The semantic actions for the transformed grammar rules can be written as lambda-terms as follows:
Correctness of the transformation
We first note that the transformed grammar simulates derivations of the original grammar. The simulation is then extended from syntax to semantics. The proof relies on the fact that the semantics [[−]] preserves the relevant structure, so that a diagram of derivations gives rise to a diagram of their semantics actions. Correctness amounts to showing that the resulting semantic diagram commutes.
Then one of the following holds:
• No rules for L or L are used in d.
• The derivation d contains a derivation of a terminal string from L. Moreover, this sub-derivation is of the form L →F w L followed by L :− ε.
Consider a leftmost derivation where the next step is a rule for L:
w L γ →F w ψj L γ The only way we can reach a string not containing L from w ψj L γ is via the rule L :− ε. In a leftmost derivation, all non-terminals to the left of the occurrence of L must first have been eliminated by way of a derivation d : ψj →F w2. This gives us a derivation w L γ →F w ψj L γ →F w w2 L γ →F w w2 γ Lemma 6.2 Derivations in F can be simulated by those in G while the semantics is preserved, in the following sense.
For each derivation
, the following diagram commutes:
Proof We prove both statements of the lemma by simultaneous induction on the length of the derivation. Details are omitted, except for the three most difficult inductive steps, using rules involving L .
1. Assume we have a derivation d1 : L →F w L , and we extend it to a derivation d by using the rule L :− ε. By the induction hypothesis, we have a derivation d 1 making the square above commute for all k. In particular, it commutes for k being the 
step of all such derivations must be L :− ψj L . This must be followed by a derivation d1 : ψj →F w for some word w. We apply the induction hypothesis to d1, which gives us derivation d 1 with the same semantics, Figure 9 gives the property we need to prove for d. The right rectangle commutes because
The left rectangle commutes due to the construction of L :− ψj L in Figure 8 ).
3. Now suppose we have a derivation d1 : L → w1L , and the next derivation step uses the rule L :− ϕi L . In a leftmost derivation, we must now take ϕi to some terminal string w2 via a derivation d2. We apply the induction hypothesis to the derivations d1, giving d 1 and to d2, giving d 2 . Overall we have the following derivations:
The property we need to prove is given in Figure 10 . The right rectangle commutes because
] is central and due to its definition (see Figure 7 ).
Given Lemma 6.2, we have the desired result for complete derivations, which correspond to accepting computations of the WSK machine. Theorem 6.3 Derivations S →F w in F (after left-recursion elimination) can be simulated by those in the original grammar G such that the semantics is preserved.
The converse of Theorem 6.3 does not hold. There could be derivations in the original grammar that do not correspond to any after transformation. This is due to the fact that the transformation can reduce the ambiguity of the grammar. For example, the grammar in Example 5.2 can parse 1 -1 -1 in two different ways, giving two different parse trees, or equivalently, two different leftmost derivations. But removing the ambiguity is beneficial [1] ; af- Figure 10 . Simulation for a derivation d1 followed by a L :− ϕi L step ter all, we would not want a compiler to choose randomly how to evaluate expressions.
Relation to continuation passing style
If one thinks of continuations in terms of control operators such as call/cc in Scheme, it may be surprising to find them in leftrecursion elimination. In this section, some parallels to continuations, as expressed via transformations on lambda calculi, are drawn.
Consider Example 5.4 again, and compare it to a CPS transform for the semantics of the original grammar. An expression M is transformed into M as follows:
For each transformed M , its type is
To evaluate a term in CPS to a number, we supply the identity as the top-level continuation M (λx.x).
Reading Example 5.4 in continuation terms, note that the semantics of the fresh non-terminal E is that of continuations for
Up to some uncurrying and reordering of parameters, the above CPS transform gives us essentially the semantic actions for the transformed grammar:
For the last rule, we know that the ε-rule is applied at the end of a sub-derivation when we are done with expanding the E and switch back to the original grammar by deleting E . At this point in the derivation, the continuation-passing style ends, which is a form of control delimiter. A variety of such control delimiters, with subtle differences, have been defined and investigated, for instance by Danvy and Filinksi [6] and Felleisen et. al. [27] . A common feature is that the identity λx.x is supplied when expressions in continuation-passing style are interfaced with those in direct style.
More generally, we revisit the rotation of parse trees from Figure 6 in terms of semantic actions in Figure 11 . Here the actions of the original rules for L are assumed to be g1, f1, and f2. To compensate for the rotation, the transformed semantic actions take a parameter k that works as a continuation. Corresponding to the syntactic rotation of the parse tree, on the semantic actions we have the "inside-out" composition typical of continuation passing. In the first tree, f2 is added to the top of the tree, in direct style. In the second tree, it is added near the bottom, in the continuation. Since the remainder of the tree will apply its continuation k in tail position, the two ways of adding f2 are equivalent. The continuations move semantic actions around the tree, but they are not used for control effects like copying or discarding the current continuation: they are linearly used [5] .
The equations that we need to prove correctness of the semantic transform lend themselves to answer type polymorphism [31] . Recall the transformation of semantic actions from Definition 5.3. For an action in the original grammar,
the transformed grammar has the action Figure 11 . Semantic actions for original and transformed parse trees for ψ1 ϕ1 ϕ2 variable χ. We give the term the following polymorphic type that is parametric in the answer type χ:
Just from the type, we can infer that the action satisfies certain equations by using parametricity reasoning in the style that Wadler calls "Theorems for free" [32] . Developing answer type parametricity for the transformation is beyond the scope of the present paper, but it could give an alternative proof technique to the diagram chases in Figures 9 and 10 . In continuation terms, the commuting diagrams in the simulation of transformed derivations can be explained as the relation between a direct-style program and its continuation passing equivalent. Supplying a continuation k as a value (via the λk on the right) to the continuation passing program is the same as post-composing k to the program in direct style (via the k on the left of the diagram).
Conclusions
The immediate motivation for this paper was the desire to relate the syntactic transformation of left-recursion elimination to the wellunderstood semantic transformation of continuation passing. The intuitive idea of left-recursion elimination (as well as other grammar transformations) is to introduce a fresh non-terminal L that represents part of some rule for L. The intuitive idea of continuations is that they represent the meaning of the rest of the computation [29] . To bridge the gap between syntax and semantics, it helps to have a framework that presents them in analogous terms. The diagram chases emphasise what properties of the language for semantic actions are needed. It need not be a pure lambda calculus, but can also be a call-by-value lambda calculus with effects. Parsing actions often refer to a symbol table, which represents a global mutable state.
Related work
The fact that the semantics of the language needs to be adapted when left recursion is eliminated appears to be part of compiling folklore. For instance, Aho et. al. [1] discuss L-attribute grammars, and Appel [2] gives an example of a hand-written LL(1) parser in Java where the parsing methods have been adapted by taking additional arguments.
Lohmann, Riedewald and Stoy [15] show how to transform semantic rules during left recursion elimination. They use the traditional compiler construction framework of Attribute Grammars [12] , so that their semantics of grammar rules consists of equations between attributes. Some of their observations about moving such attribute rules across the transformed trees are closely related to the present paper (particularly Figure 11) . In this paper, however, we use structures from the semantics of programming languages, such as categorical semantics, premonoidal categories and continuations, so that the results are quite different to theirs. Roughly speaking, inherited attributes push information down the parse tree towards the leaves, whereas synthesised attributes push information up towards the roots [1] . In the framework of Lcategories, the semantics of a node ] is itself a function type, its parameter pushes information down the parse tree. ANTLR as well as some other modern parser generators are not based on attribute grammars, but on grammar rules having arguments and return values, which is closer to the approach of the present paper of modelling semantic actions as functions. Attribute grammars have been related to functional parsing actions [18] .
Functional programming for parser construction is a well established stream of research, going back at least to the 1960s. However, here the idea is not to construct a parser. Instead, the parser should ideally be constructed automatically. We are only concerned about that the grammar can be parsed, rather than how, so that research on constructing parsers in Haskell [11] is only distantly related to the aims of this paper. In the context of parsing combinators in Haskell [30] , Swierstra and coauthors have defined typed transformations of semantic actions [3] , including left-recursion elimination and related transformations. The categorical framework defined in the present paper may be applicable to proving the correctness of their constructions involving more general grammar transformations in addition to left recursion elimination. Unlike parsing combinators in Haskell, the semantics of parsing actions presented here is geared towards call-by-value languages with effects (not all morphisms are required to be central, permitting the actions to have computational effects such as updating state). Such call-by-value parsing actions are arguably closer to tools such as ANTLR. On the other hand, since arrows [10, 20] have been related to Freydcategories, they may provide a link to parsing in Haskell.
The idea to seek analogues of continuation passing in syntax was inspired by continuations in natural language (see Barker's survey [4] ) and Lambek's pioneering syntactic calculus [13] , where left and right ⊗ are not symmetric. In addition to the left/right distinction, Lambek's calculus is also linear. Since the new grammar symbol L introduced by left recursion elimination occurs only in a right-linear position, it is another instance of linearly used continuations [5] .
Directions for further research
The use of lambda calculus for the semantic actions is not always realistic, even though lambda calculus is commonly used as a tractable idealisation of programming languages. While there are parser generator tools for functional languages, other widely used tools support Java or C, and one may wish to use C for efficiency. There are two ways the actions could be refined to be closer to such parser generator tools. The first possibility is to use a variant of lambda calculus, either a syntactic restriction or perhaps a substructural type system. The other possibility is to represent lambda terms in a way that is suitable for a language lacking first-class functions. This would essentially be a form of defunctionalization [26] and explicitly representing closures as data structures. For example, instead of a lambda term λy.x − y, we would need to build a data structure recording both the current value of x and the fact that some future value y will need to be subtracted from it. Modern tools support Java as the language in which semantic actions are written, so that function closures could be simulated by way of objects.
The category theory used in this paper was kept deliberately naive on a "need-to-know" basis, so to speak. It should be possible to give a more axiomatic definition of L-category along the same lines as premonoidal category [22] , and the semantic action [[−]] as a contravariant functor to a Freyd category [24] preserving the functor ⊗. Likewise, coherence isomorphisms have been glossed over in the present paper and could be addressed more formally. For syntax, the operation ⊗ is strictly associative, but its semantic counterpart is only associative up to isomorphism. Coherence as developed for premonoidal categories could be adapted to the latter situation.
